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Questions 1 - 4 

At a formal dinner for eight; the host & hostesses are seated at opposite ends of a rectangular table. 

with three persons along each side. Each man must be seated next to at least one Woman and vice-

versa. Allan is opposite to Dinne, who is not the hostess George has' a woman on his right and is 

opposite a woman Helga is at the hostess's right, next to Frank One person is seated between Belinda & 

Carol. 

Q 1 Eric is the eighth person present. Eric must be : 

I. the host II. seated to. Diane's right III. seated opposite Carol 

A) I onIy B) III only C) I & II only D) I, II, III 

 

Q 2 If each person is placed directly opposite his or her spouse, which of the following pairs must be 

married? 

A. George & Helga 

B. Belinda & Frank 

C. Carol & Frank 

D. George & Belinda 

E. Eric & Helga 

 

Q 3 Which person cannot be seated next to a person of the same sex? 

A. Allan B. Belinda C. Carol D. Diane E. Eric 

 

Q 4 George is bothered by the cigarette smoke of his neighbor and exchanges seat with the person four 

places to his left. Which of the following must be true following the exchange? 

I. NO one seated between two persons of the opposite sex. 

II. One side of the table consists entirely of persons of the same sex 

III. Either the host or the hostess has changes seats. 

A. I only 

B. III only 

C. I & II only" 

D. II & III only 

E. Neither I, II nor III. 

 

Q 5 Ram is standing to the right of Sita. Kaushalya is standing on the opposite side of Sita. Since the 

opposite of right is wrong, Kaushalya must be standing on the wrong side of Ram.Which of the following 

logical errors has the author 'of the argument above committed? 

A. He has used a single term to mean two different things 

B. He has confused cause & effect 

C. He has assumed to be true what he wants to prove to be true 

D. He has provided no factual evidence for his conclusion 

E. He has drawn a general conclousion from an insufficient number of examples. 
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Questions 6-7: 

If Dr.Seymore’s theory is correct, then the events she predicts will happen. Then events she predicted 

did happen. Therefore her theory must be correct. 

Q 6 Which of the following arguments has a logical structure that most nearly resembles that of the 

argument above ? 

A. If we win the game, we will be the league champions, we won the game; therefore we are the league 

champions. 

B. If the fan is running, then the electricity must be on. The electricity is on; the fan must be running. 

C. If the store is open, I will buy a shirt. I think the store is open: therefore, I should be able to buy a 

shirt. 

D. If Alice answers her phone, then my prediction is correct. I predict that she is at home, therefore, she 

will answer her phone. 

E. If Ted’s flight is delayed, he will miss his appointment. He kept his appointment: therefore his flight 

must have been on time. 

 

Q 7 The conclusion drawn in the argument above would be valid if which of the following were true? 

A. Only Dr.Seymour’s theory fully explains the events which happened. 

B. If the events Dr.Seymour predicted happen, then her theory is correct. 

C. If Dr. Seymour’s theory is correct, then the events she predicted may happen. 

D. Only Dr.Seymour’s predicted the events which happened. 

E. If the events Dr.Seymour predicted happen, then Dr.Seymour’s theory may be correct. 

 

Questions 8-10: 

A, B, C or W may cause D 

B, C or W may cause E 

W or X may cause F 

D or E may cause G or H only if D & E are caused by B or C; D or E may cause 1 only if D and E are caused 

by C. 

Only E & F together may cause M or N 

F may cause H only if it is caused by W or X 

 

Q 8 Which can result from the largest number of immediately preceding events? 

A. D B. E C. F D. M E. N 

 

Q 9 Which can result in the smallest number of subsequent events, counting both those that follow 

immediately and those that follow after another event? 

A. A B. B C. C D. W E. X 

 

Q 10 How many different events or combinations of events may cause H? 

A. 5 B. 6 C. 7 D. 8 E. 9 
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Q 11 Donors are almost never offended by being asked for too much (in fact, they are usually 

flattered).And if you ask for too much, your donor can always suggest a smaller amount. On the other 

hand, donors are frequently offended by being asked for too little. A common reaction is "so that’s all 

they think, I am worth of". 

The above statement assumes that: 

A. Donors are usually never asked for enough. 

B. A good fund raiser will value the worth of a donor 

C. It is worth the gamble to ask for large donations 

D. Fund raisers often think that donors are incapable of giving much 

E. Donors are seldom offended by fund raisers. 

 

Q 12 In 1950, the average child visited the dentist once a year, by 1970, the number of visits had 

increased to two. Today, the average child visits the dentist three times in a year.Each of the following, if 

true, could explain this trend, except: 

A. Dentist fees have declined over the period. 

B. Better home care of teeth have reduced the number of cavities 

C. Dental care has become less painful. 

D. Parents are more aware of the importance of dental care. 

E. Tax benefits for deducting dental expenses have increased. 

 

Q 13 There are many reasons why individuals want to run their own businesses. Some foresee more 

personal satisfaction if they are successful in launching their own business, while others are interested 

mainly in prospect of larger financial rewards. Since the late 1970's and early 1980's, tax regulations and 

other changes have encouraged increasing number of venture capitalists and entrepreneurs to start new 

enterprises. Since 1980, some one-half million new ventures have been started. Not all succeeded, of 

course. 

The above statement makes which of the following assumptions? 

A. Success in starting a new business depends in large pari on sound financial planning 

B. Social incentives are associated with new business starts, 

C. Financial incentives are associated with new business starts. 

D. Most new business ventures succeed initially but fail later on 

E. Venture Capitalists are motivated by non-monetary gains. 
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Q 14. Between 1940 and 1945 gasoline consumption in the US dropped about 35 % because of the war 

time rationing. In the same period, lung cancer in the US white males declined by approximately the 

same percentage. Between 1914 and 1950 lung cancer mortality increased nineteen fold and the rate of 

gasoline consumption increased at the same rate. Which of the following facts, if true would weaken the 

above arguments? 

A. For each of the years between 1939 and 1949, lung cancer among urban blacks in the US remained at 

the same rate. 

B. The amount oflead in gasoline increased between 1916 and 1944 

C. After 1950 the gasoline consumption jumped. 

D. During world war II, people suffering from cancer were forbidden to drive. 

E. Women frrst began driving in large numbers between 1941 and 1951 

 

Q 15 Building codes required that all public building constructed aiter 1980 to have reinforced-steel 

bomb shelters installed.From which of the following can the statement above be inferred? 

A. Public buildings had to be installed reinforced steel bomb shelters after 1980 

B. No bomb shelters other than reinforced steel shelters were instttlled in public buildings after 1980 

but all public buildings constructed after 1980 were required to hav~ bomb shelters 

C. Some public buildings constructed before 1980 had installed bomb shelters. 

D. Bomb shelters were not required in pl.lblic buildings before 19080 but some were installed 

voluntarily. 

E. Before 1980, public buildings had bomb shelters but not necessarily made of reinforced steel. 


